Painting Holiday with Emily Jolley

Kalymnos
Greece

June 6th- 13th 2020
Come and be part of a fully tutored ‘en plein air’
painting trip on the beautiful Greek Island of
Kalymnos in the Aegean Sea. Kalymnos is part of the
Dodecanese island chain near the island of Kos.
Emily is a well known water-colour painter and
teacher living and working in Brighton. She knows
Kalymnos well through her own exploration and
tutoring of two groups in 2016 and 2017.
Exploring this beautiful island together we will look at
different localities including beaches, mountains and
street scenes. We will utilise both traditional and
experimental techniques using the versatile medium
of watercolour.

Highlights for the Week
●
●

●

●

●

Painting from Mirties on the beach looking over to island of Telendos
Visiting Pirates Bay, a stunning beach where you can end the day with a swim and
a well earned drink in the Taverna
Travelling by boat out to the island of Telendos to capture island life and the
dazzling sunset
Experiencing the spectacular limestone grottos with stalactites and tufas on
overhanging rock and roofs, to give us a climbers perspective of the island
Enjoying the bustling port of Porthia

The locations Emily has selected will give you the chance to experiment with many
of the techniques that watercolour offers, for example h capturing changing light,
expressing textures and documenting your time on the island of Kalymnos.

TOOLS and MARK-MAKING
Course Details and Costs of Tuition

Dates: Arrive 6th June, Return 13th June 2020

booking offerGardens,
(before November 1st 2019)
£500.
at the Sussex Early
Prairie
Henfield
A £100 deposit will secure your space with the remainder due in
April
2020. Sussex
West
Tutoring: £550 (3 full days and 2 half days).

Transport while in Greece: Artist and non-painters fee: approx.
£70-£100 depending on group numbers. Group costs will cover
airport transfers (Kos), ferry from Kos to Kalymnos, travel on the
island to different locations and a celebration evening meal.

Travel and Accommodation
Artists will need to book their own flights and
accommodation.
Flights: arrive in Kos on 6th June. Possible carriers are easyJet or
British Airways from Gatwick to Kos, approx £150-250 return.

www.jolleyemily.co.uk
jolleyemily@gmail.com
instagram @emilyjjolley

Accommodation: 7 nights in the town of Mirties (6 – 13 June 2020).
Artists can do this independently or through Helle, my
representative, who can provide lists of recommended
accommodation and other information, via the website or email
www.discoverkalymnos.com email info@discoverkalymnos.com.
Cost of accommodation in 2019 is approx. 38€ per night for a single,
55€ per night for a double, which includes breakfast. In 2016-17 all
of my artists stayed at Hermes: hotelhermes795@gmail.com

Testimonials:
Thank you for an excellent class yesterday. I loved your energy and inspiration in exploring new techniques
and tools. It was fun creating new marks, and getting out of my comfort zone. It was just what I needed and
will help me work towards my new series on the Everglades…. Jenny Bleackley (Artist)
I Just wanted to say how much I enjoyed the Week in Kalymnos. I couldn’t believe how quickly the week
passed and how much I achieved. …Penelope Mcleod (Beginner)
Thanks for a really great day...It was both instructive and liberating!…Kate Strachan (textile artist)

